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Mr. Keith McConnell
Deputy Director
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Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. McConnell:

On behalf of LTG Lynch, I am responding to your March 11,2010, letter, subject:
Depleted Uranium Licensing for Forts: Benning, Carson, Campbell, Hood, Lewis, Knox and
Riley. In that letter you wrote, "Applications for these facilities should be submitted within 6
months of the date of this letter." Since our original application dated November 6,2008, said in
item 3, "This license will authorize the possession of residual quantities of depleted uranium at
U.S. Department of [the] Army Installations," we interpret your statement as a request to add the
environmental radiation monitoring plans for those installations to our application.

I enclose the proposed "Environmental Radiation Monitoring Plan for Depleted Uranium
from Ml 01 Spotting Rounds at Fort Benning, Georgia" as the first part of our response. The first
two sections of the plan constitute the "environmental report" for Fort Benning that you
requested. Using the Fort Benning plan as a model, we will provide the remaining plans to you at
approximately one-month intervals.

The previously submitted environmental radiation monitoring plans for Schofield Barracks
and the Pohakuloa Training Area include requirements for periodic collection of soil samples. In
good faith, we include similar requirements in the enclosed Fort Benning plan. However, as the
Fort Benning plan indicates, estimated offsite and onsite annual total effective dose equivalents,
even with highly conservative assumptions, are orders of magnitude less than the limits: in the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations.

Collection of soil samples obviously involves some inherent risk, primarily due to travel to
and from the collection points and driving and walking over rough terrain that may contain
unexploded ordnance. Additionally, based on studies at Jefferson Proving Ground and Schofield
Barracks to name two, we have no indication or expectation that residual depleted uranium is
migrating or will migrate from the original impact areas on any of our installations to any
reasonably measurable degree.

Therefore, I respectfully request that you allow us to delete periodic soil sample collection
requirements from all of our environmental radiation monitoring plans, including the two we
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previously submitted, in accordance with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's "risk-based
regulatory decision-making" policies.

I am providing copies of this letter with enclosures to the Headquarters, Department of the
Army (DACS-SF), 2221 South Clark Street, Room 1107, Arlington, Virginia 22202; U.S. Army
Public Health Command (Provisional) (MCHB- TS-OHP), 5158 Blackhawk Road, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland 21010-5403; Director, U.S. Army Installation Management
Command, Southeast Region, 1593 Hardee Avenue, Fort McPherson, Georgia 30330-1057; and
U.S. Army Garrison (IMSE-BEN-ZA), 6751 Constitution Loop, Suite 550, Fort Benning,
Georgia 31905-5000.

You may reach my point of contact for this correspondence, Dr. Robert Cherry, by
telephone at (210) 424-8781 or by email at robert.cherry@us.army.mil.

Sincerely,

John B. erger
Executive Director

Enclosure
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1. Site description *

Fort Benning (Figure 1) is a U.S. Army post located southeast of the city of Columbus in
Muscogee and Chattahoochee counties in Georgia and Russell County, Alabama. It is part of the
Columbus, Georgia, Metropolitan Statistical Area.

Fort Benning is a military community that supports more than 120,000 active-duty military,
family members, reserve component soldiers, retirees, and civilian employees on a daily basis. It
is a power projection platform, and possesses the capability to deploy combat-ready forces by
air, rail, and highway. Fort Benning is the home of the U.S. Army Maneuver Center, Armor
School, Infantry Training Center, the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation,
elements of the 75th Ranger Regiment, the 3rd Heavy Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry
Division (Mechanized), the 14th Combat Support Hospital, and many other additional tenant
units.

a. Physiography

Fort Benning is located just south of the Fall Line. The Fall Line forms the transition zone
between the Piedmont physiographic region to the north and the Lower Coastal Plain
physiographic region to the south and is identified by a series of rapids and falls in streams and
rivers as they transit from one physiographic province to the other. This is also the area where
the Piedmont basement rocks are first exposed in streams flowing to the Atlantic Ocean and the
Gulf of Mexico.

The location of Fort Benning in relation to the Fall Line has the unusual result of the overlapping
diversity of Piedmont and Coastal Plain habitats and the associated occurrence of ecotonal plant
and animal communities. The effect is not limited to terrestrial communities; it is also reflected
in the physical features and biotic composition of the streams that pass through or arise within
the installation.

The predominantly rolling terrain is highest in the east, rising approximately 740 feet above sea
level, and lowest in the southwest along the Chattahoochee River, about 190 feet above sea level.

The Fall Line Sand Hills District forms the interface between the Washington Slope District of
the Piedmont Province and Doughty Plain District of the Coastal Plain Province in the Fort
Benning area. Along the Fall Line Sand Hills, crystalline rocks of the Piedmont are overlain by

• Text in this subsection is based on information in Environmental Assessment of the Integrated Natural Resources
Management Plan for Fort Benning Army Installation, Columbus, Georgia, U.S. Army Garrison, Fort Benning,
Georgia, July 200 I (https://www.benning.army.miIIEMD/program/legal/inrmlINRMP%20200 I.pdt).
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marine sediments. The crystalline and sedimentary deposits may be exposed in relatively close
proximity. For this reason, Fort Benning contains a varied topography.

Upland slopes range from steep to gently sloping and comprise most of the land on the
installation. The remaining area consists of relatively flat uplands or terraces adjacent to or near
the Chattahoochee River. The general physiological appearance of the Sand Hills is gently to
steeply rolling hills grading into the lower, flat floodplain of the Chattahoochee River.

b. Geology

The sedimentary sequences of the Coastal Plain that overlie the crystalline basement rocks at
Fort Benning consist of materials from the Cretaceous, Tertiary and Quaternary ages. The
Cretaceous age sediments form the uplands and consist of five geologic formations.

• Bluff town Formation (Upper Cretaceous): fine sand to sandy clay, calcareous, glauconitic
and micaceous, light brownish-gray to olive-gray, interfingers with medium to coarse
sand, quartzose, pale yellow; locally abundant carbonaceous debris, shell beds, and
calcareous concretions. Formation thickness ranges from 200 feet to 433 feet.

• Cusseta Sand (Upper Cretaceous): medium to coarse quartz sand, pale yellow to light
olive gray, thinly bedded to laminated clay, medium olive-gray to brownish-black, and
micaceous fine sand, light olive-gray. Formation thickness ranges from 150 feet to 233
feet.

• Eutaw Formation (Upper Cretaceous): fine to very coarse sand, very pale orange to
yellow, and clay, brownish-gray. Thickness of the unit ranges from 100 feet to 280 feet.

• Ripley Formation (Upper Cretaceous): Fine to very fine, calcareous quartz sand, massive
burrowed to bioturbated, greenish-gray, weathers to dusky yell, contains abundant
muscovite, glauconitic, and locally abundant carbonaceous debris; local clean quartz sand
lenses. Ledge-forming, carbonate-cemented sand beds and calcareous concretions are
common in upper part of unit. Thickness ranges from 133 feet to 250 feet. The Ripley
Formation is only found along the southeastern boundary of Fort Benning. This area is
also where the highest elevations on the installation are.

• Tuscaloosa Formation (Upper Cretaceous): fine to very coarse sand, pale yellowish-green
to pale orange, cross-bedded, quartzose and containing abundant potassium feldspar,
inter-bedded with massive sandy clay, pale olive to reddish-brown, locally mottled.
Gravelly and poorly bedded deposits at base difficult to distinguish from residuum on
underlying crystalline rocks. Thickness ranges from 165 feet to 500 feet.

Alluvium and undifferentiated terrace deposits that occur along the Chattahoochee River and
creeks of Fort Benning are from more recent epochs.

• Alluvium (Holocene): sand, gravel, silt, clay, and organic material, pale yellowish-gray to
dark-gray, underlying the meandering and branching flood plains of the Chattahoochee
River and second- and third-order streams, such as Upatoi Creek, Oswichee Creek,
Ochille Creek, Randall Creek, Pine Knot Creek, and Sally Branch.

• Deposits of high alluvial terraces (Pleistocene): sand, gravel clay, and silt, light to
medium yellowish-orange, underlying flat, moderately dissected, upland areas adjacent to
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the Chattahoochee River on both the Alabama and Georgia side of the installation. These
deposits are generally 60 feet to 100 feet above the flood plain. Clay is compact and
commonly mottled; quartz and quartzite gravel fragments are iron stained. Thickness is
generally less than 65 feet.

• Deposits of low alluvial terraces (Pleistocene and Holocene): sand, gravel, clay, organic
material, and silt, pale yellow to medium-gray, underlying broad, relatively un-dissected
areas adjacent to and generally 20 feet to 50 feet higher than the flood plains of the
Chattahoochee River; generally poorly exposed except in drainage channels or borrow
pits. Thickness of the terrace deposits is variable; individual lenses of sand, gravel, and
clay may be up to 33 feet thick; total thickness generally is less than 50 feet. These
deposits are also found along the flood plains of Upatoi Creek.

• Terrace remnant (Pliocene); gravel, sand, and clay, medium to dark reddish-orange,
mottled, capping isolated hillsides adjacent to the Chattahoochee River and Upatoi Creek;
generally 185 feet to 300 feet above the modem flood plain. Unit is deeply weathered;
primary bedding features are generally obscured except for coarse cross-stratification of
gravel deposits. Gravel fragments are deeply weathered and partly disintegrating; clay
and sand clay intervals are deeply mottled. Thickness is generally less than 33 feet.

c. Soils

Two basic soil provinces are on Fort Benning: the Georgia Sand Hills and the Southern Coastal
Plains.

The Georgia Sand Hills are a narrow belt of deep sand soils with rolling to hilly topography.
These soils are primarily derived from marine sands, loams and clays that were deposited on acid
crystalline and metamorphic rocks.

Below the Sand Hills are the Southern Coastal Plain soils, which are divided into two distinct
areas. The first area is the nearly level to rolling valleys and the second is the gently sloping to
steep uplands. The soils in this area have a loamy or sandy surface layer and loamy or clayey
subsoil. Soils on Fort Benning consist of a mixture of eroding Piedmont soils and weathered
Coastal Plain sands. Soils are predominantly of the Lakeland and Troup series.

A combination of clay beds and weathered Coastal plain material and alluvial deposits from the
Piedmont characterize the soils of Fort Benning. The majority of soils in the Piedmont are
classified as ultisols (colloquially known as "red clay soil"). Alfisols and entisols comprise most
of the remaining soil types. Weathered minerals, a subsurface clay horizon, or both characterize
ultisols. Rivers in the Piedmont are known to exhibit Entisols, which are alluvial in nature.
Kaolinite is the most common clay mineral but vermiculite and illite also occur. Sheet and gully
erosion can result when soils are exposed.

The Coastal Plain soils are comprised of several orders including ultisols, alfisols, spodosols,
histosols, and entisols. Silicate clays are the predominate component of these soils. Ultisols and
alfisols are used for agricultural purposes.
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Spodosols occur in the flatwood areas that are somewhat poorly drained. Histosols developed
from decomposed plant material and are highly organic. Entisols are primarily undeveloped,
deep sands where moisture availability has profound effects on the vegetation community.
Erosion at the turn of the century altered productivity in the Piedmont. As a result of low levels
of nitrogen and phosphorus and a low cation exchange capacity, the soils in the Piedmont are not
highly productive.

Eight soil associations form the majority of soils on the installation. Lakeland-Troup,
Orangeburg-Dothan-Ailey, and Roanoke-leaf soil associates occupy higher elevations. Bibb-
Chewacia-Rains, Ochlocknee, and Susquehanna-Dupin-Esto soils associations are located on
alluvial flood plains and terraces. Undifferentiated rough gullied land is the classification for
some of the soils occurring in the southeastern portion of the installation.

Most of Fort Benning's soil is highly erodible. This was determined by soil classification that is
defined by factors such as drainage, permeability, texture, structure, and percent slope.

d. Hydrogeology

Fort Benning lies completely within the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Hydrologic Unit Code
(HUC) 03130003 that is located in parts of both Alabama and Georgia (Figure 2).

I. Surface water

The Chattahoochee River, which flows through approximately 12 miles of the installation,
dominates the surface water regime at Fort Benning. It and the Flint River to the east are major
components of the Apalachicola River drainage basin of eastern Alabama, western Georgia, and
the Florida panhandle. The principal tributaries of the Chattahoochee River at Fort Benning are
Upatoi Creek on the Georgia side and Uchee Creek on the Alabama side.

The proximity of the Piedmont and Fall Line Hills to the maturing floodplain provides a
diversity of streams within Fort Benning. Small springs and seeps originate at the interface of
landforms. Permanent creeks originate in the hills outside the basin proper. These range up in
size to that of the Uchee Creek with a 2600-foot wide floodplain.

Most streams found within the installation drain into the Chattahoochee River through the Upatoi
Creek and Uchee Creek. The most southern portion of Fort Benning drains directly into the
Chattahoochee River and the northeast portion of the installation drains into the Flint River Basin
to the east. The Chattahoochee River and Flint River join to the south to form the Apalachicola
River that flows to the Gulf of Mexico.

The streams at Fort Benning are referred to as either Piedmont or Coastal Plain in origin.
Piedmont streams flow from the north and generally flow in a southerly direction. Major
Piedmont streams include Baker, Cox, Dozier, Kendall, Randall, Uchee, Tar, and Upatoi Creeks,
as well as the Chattahoochee River. Pine Knot and Little Pine Knot Creeks are examples of
Coastal Plain streams that generally flow from east to west. Sally Branch and Bonham Creek are
also Coastal Plain streams. Ochille Creek and Oswichee Creek are examples of streams with
intermediate characteristics when compared to both the Piedmont and the Coastal Plain streams.
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The Chattahoochee River is a major perennial river that flows in a southerly direction and
separates the installation into the two States it occupies. Several upriver and downriver darns on
the Chattahoochee River regulate river flow and produce hydroelectricity.

The northern portion of Lake Walter F. George, a 4S,000-acre impoundment on the
Chattahoochee River extends into the southwest portion of the installation. The River Bend area,
which is part of the impoundment, constitutes the only lake on the installation.

Numerous oxbows, abandoned meanders, isolated ponds, and wetland areas are found along the
Chattahoochee River. Fourteen artificial ponds on Fort Benning range in area from 1 acre to 72
acres in addition to numerous natural ponds, some due to beavers.

ii. Wetlands

A National Wetlands inventory in 1982 showed that Fort Benning has almost 17,000 acres of
wetlands. The inventory described lacustrine, riverine, and palustrine systems and included
impounded water, flowing water, river floodplains, stream floodplains, small stream swamps,
wooded seepage bogs, herbaceous and shrub seepage bogs, and gum/oak ponds.

iii. Groundwater

Georgia possesses some the largest and purest aquifers in the world. Fort Benning is in the
Coastal Plain hydrologic province of Georgia and Alabama, whose principal groundwater source
is the Cretaceous aquifer system.

The Georgia Geologic Survey identifies these Cretaceous aquifers in the Fort Benning area as the
A-3 through A-6 aquifers. Aquifer A-6 is part of the upper Tuscaloosa and the overlying Lower
Eutaw formations. Aquifer A-S is in the upper sedimentary sequence of the Bluff town
Formation. The A-3 aquifer correlates with the Cusseta Sand Formation. The recharge area for
these aquifers is the Sand Hills area, which includes Fort Benning.

2. Pathway analysis

a. Information from the Archives Search Report (ASR) *

According to the ASR, 9,700 MlOl Spotting Rounds were shipped to Fort Benning between July
1961 and September 1962. Each MlOl Spotting Round contains about 206 grams (g) of 92
percent depleted uranium (DU), 8 percent molybdenum alloy, which is equivalent to about 190 g
of DU. Thus, about 1,850 kilograms of DU was in the 9,700 MlOl spotting rounds sent to Fort
Benning.

The Davy Crockett ASR project team identified eight (one confirmed, seven suspected) * Davy
Crockett ranges at Fort Benning. Each range could have safely accommodated the Davy Crockett

• Text in this subsection is based on information in Installation Specific Archive Search Report on the Use of
Cartridge, 2Dmm Spotting MIDI Davy Crockett Light Weapon M28 at Fort Benning, Georgia, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, St. Louis District, March 2008.
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weapon's surface danger zone diagram requirements. Firings of the weapon system took place at
each of these ranges with the exception of Burma Hill, at which demolition of munitions
apparently occurred. Figure 3 shows the locations of these ranges.

A range inspection team surveyed Coolidge Range on 8 February 2008 and found twelve M28
Davy Crockett launching pistons. The team found no other Davy Crockett weapons system
debris on other ranges. The ASR states, "It would be a safe [assumption] that all 9,700
Cartridges, 20mm Spotting MI0l were expended at Fort Benning. No records were recovered
that indicate cartridges were returned for [demilitarization]."

The ASR includes the following summary:

After a review of relevant documents, maps, reports, and regulations, the following ranges (ranges
of concern) are confirmed or suspected of having been used for training with the Davy Crockett
weapon system and the Cartridge, 20mm Spotting MlOl or on which the cartridge was
demilitarized ....

Coolidge Range (Confirmed)
Buchanan Range (Suspected)
Burma Hill Demolition (Suspected)
Patton Range (Suspected)
Hook Range (Suspected)
Lae Field (Suspected)
Concord Dud Area (Suspected)
Cactus Observation Post (Suspected)

b. Information from the Operational Range Assessment Program t

A potentially complete surface water pathway exists for migration of DU from potential source
areas to other than operational areas because soils at Fort Benning are highly erodible.
Particulate DU along with soil particles from source areas could migrate into surface water
pathways due to erosional processes.

Both human and ecological receptors are present downstream in the Chattahoochee River.
Human receptors include recreational users of the Chattahoochee River. Ecological receptors
include the federally threatened and endangered species with habitats within the Chattahoochee
River.

One of the ranges located in the northeast portion of Fort Benning drains to the Upatoi Creek.
The Upatoi Creek has a surface water intake point approximately 13 miles downstream of this
range .

• The ASR uses the term "confirmed" if the ASR team discovered physical evidence in the form of Davy Crockett
components or ammunition debris on the range. The term "suspected" means either the range appeared on a historic
map as a Davy Crockett range or historic documentation or interviews supports that the range was used for Davy
Crockett firings.
+ Text in this subsection is based on information in Addendum/or the Draft Final Operational Range Assessment
Program, Phase I Qualitative Assessment Report, U.S. Army Garrison Fort Benning Fort Benning, Georgia, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District and U.S. Army Environmental Command, February 2009.
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Groundwater is not considered to be a viable pathway for migration of dissolved DU into other
than operational areas due to soil pH values of 5.0 and higher. Groundwater also is not
considered to be a viable pathway for migration of particulate DU via groundwater to other than
operational areas due to the absence of karst geology. * Therefore, the five ranges in the
Chattahoochee River drainage basin have been grouped as MSW (HIE) (munitions use
identified, surface water pathways identified with human and ecological receptors present), and
the one range in the Upatoi Creek drainage basin has been grouped as MSW (H) (munitions use
identified and surface water pathways identified with human receptors present).

c. Exposure scenarios and RESRAD total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) calculations

Calculations of annual TEDEs were performed using the Department of Energy residual
radiation (RESRAD)codes, specifically, RESRAD6.5 for calculations of onsite annual TEDEs and
RESRAD-OFFSITE2.6 for offsite.T All pathways available in RESRADwere considered in the
calculations except for radon inhalation+ and except as discussed below.

The amount of DU present on each specific range is unknown. Therefore, it was assumed that
each range (including Burma Hill Demolition) contains one-eighth of the total 1,850 kg of DU,
or about 250 kg of DU.

The typical Davy Crockett range impact area (see Figure 4) is a rectangle, 400 meters (m) x 500
m = 200,000 m2

. For the purposes of RESRADinput, it was assumed that the initial residual
contamination is uniformly distributed in the top 15 centimeters (em) of soil of the impact area.
The RESRADdefault soil density of 1.5 g/crn ' is used to calculate DU concentrations in the Davy
Crockett MI0l impact areas.

With the above assumptions, the estimated soil concentrations per range for the uranium isotopes
in DU for use in RESRAD(Table 1) were 1.8 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) for 238U,0.02 pCi/g for
235U,and 0.24 pCi/g for 234U.

i. Offsite

For simplicity in estimating the offsite TEDE from all eight impact areas, the Davy Crockett
M101 impact area closest to the Fort Benning cantonment was modeled in RESRAD-OFFSITE2.6.
The above concentrations were multiplied by eight and inputted to RESRAD-OFFSITE2.6 for this
single range to account for the other six ranges and the Burma Hill demolition area, all but one of
which are farther from the cantonment and the Chattahoochee River than is the modeled impact
area. The exception is closer to the Chattahoochee River but farther from the cantonment than is

• Karst geology is a landscape shaped by the dissolution of a layer or layers of soluble bedrock usually carbonate
rock such as limestone or dolomite. Due to subterranean drainage, surface water may be very limited, even to the
absence of all rivers and lakes. The Mammoth Cave region in Kentucky is an example of karst geology.
+ The Environmental Assessment Division of Argonne National Laboratory of the Department of Energy developed
RESRAD in the 1980s. The RESRAD family of codes has been widely used to perform assessments of contaminated
sites since the original release in 1989 (http://web.ead.anl.gov/resrad/home2/).
~The radon pathway remained "turned off' (REsRAD default) because the manufacture of the DU occurred much too
recently to allow for significant decay of uranium to radon.
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the model impact area. Thus, the results, summed for all impact areas, are an overestimate of the
offsite TEDE.

The cantonment, which includes the locations of the nearest residences, was "placed" about 2.5
kilometers (km) north of the modeled Davy Crockett M101 impact area. Agricultural areas were
placed in the same vicinity to account for pastures * and home gardens. A large water body to
represent impounded Chattahoochee River water was placed about 4.2 km southwest of the
modeled Davy Crockett MI0l impact area. All other values were left at RESRAD-OFFSITE2.6
defaults.

Results of the RESRAD-OFFSITE2.6 calculations (Table 2 and Figure 5) indicate that the offsite
annual TEDE due to residual M101 DU currently (approximately 45 years after firing) is less
than about 0.001 millirem (mrem). t This annual TEDE is less than about 11100,000 of the
maximum permissible annual TEDE to members of the public, 100 mrem.' It also is less than
about 1125,000 of the maximum permissible annual TEDE to an average member of the critical
group, 25 mrem, a TEDE that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) considers
acceptable to allow release of a site for unrestricted use. § That is, the annual offsite TEDE is
negligible.

ii. Onsite

The Davy Crockett M101 impact areas are all located on active ranges and so are not residential
areas. The Burma Hill demolition area is still active as a worksite. Therefore, all pathways for
food and water ingestion are "turned off' in the RESRAD6.5 calculations. The remaining
pathways are external gamma radiation, dust inhalation, and soil ingestion.

The default occupancy in RESRAD6.5 is a 30-year period with an indoor time fraction of 0.5 and
an outdoor time fraction of 0.25. Since no buildings are in the impact areas, the indoor time
fraction was set to zero. Although workers are seldom in the impact areas as they now exist, the
outdoor time fraction of 0.25 was retained. The implication of this outdoor time fraction is that
the worker is in the impact area 25 percent of the time (that is, 6 hours per 24-hour day every day
of the year or 2109 hours per year), which is highly conservative (the work year is only 2000
hours per year). **

Results of the RESRAD6.5 calculations (Table 3 and Figure 6) indicate that the onsite annual
TEDE due to residual MIOI DU currently is less than about 0.01 millirem (mrem). This annual

• No pastures are in the cantonment. Assuming their presence in the cantonment is a conservative measure that more
than accounts for any pastures that are farther away from the impact areas than is the cantonment.
+ Table 2 shows that more the 97 percent of the annual TEDE is due to fish consumption. Those in the current local
population who do not consume locally caught fish will have an annual TEDE almost 100 times less than 0.00 I
mrem.
~Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, part 20, § 20.130 I.
§ Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, part 20, § 20.1402 .
•• A more realistic, but still conservative, occupancy can be calculated by assuming the worker is on the range 25
percent of the working year (2000 hours) or about 500 hours. The occupancy then would be 500/(365.35 x 24) =
0.057. Thus, the values in Table 3 should then be divided by about 4 (that is, 2109/500) to arrive at more realistic.
but still conservative, annual TEDEs.
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TEDE is less than about 1110,000 of the maximum permissible annual TEDE to members of the
public, 100 rnrem." It also is less than about 112,500 of the maximum permissible annual TEDE
to an average member of the critical group, 25 mrem, a TEDE that the NRC considers acceptable
to allow release of a site for unrestricted use. t That is, the annual onsite TEDE is negligible.

d. Summary

Highly conservative assumptions for RESRADcalculations of offsite and onsite annual TEDEs
led to hypothetical annual TEDEs that are essentially indistinguishable from background. Any
reasonable modification of the assumptions and parameters inputted to the RESRADcalculations
will not change this basic conclusion.

The Army performed a site characterization study for Davy Crockett M101 spotting round
impact areas at Schofield Barracks.+ While the Schofield Barracks impact areas somewhat differ
geologically and climatologically from the Fort Benning impact areas, conclusions from that
study should be generally applicable to Fort Benning:

• Depleted uranium mobility is restricted and DU remains localized.
• Depleted uranium was not detected in surface water or in air samples during bum studies.
• Except for samples taken underneath or immediately adjacent to DU fragments, uranium

concentrations in soil samples were consistent with background uranium concentrations.
• Ground water is not a viable pathway for DU exposure.

In summary for pathways, wind erosion and surface water transport are the most feasible
methods of DU transport from the impact areas.

3. Environmental sampling

Based solely upon estimated offsite and onsite TEDEs as indicated in the previous section, an
environmental radiation monitoring plan is not strictly necessary. However, the NRC requires
that some efforts should be made that will demonstrate that the DU from MI0l spotting rounds
is not migrating away from the impact areas to any significant degree.

The DU from M101 spotting rounds was originally fired into impact areas ofranges that may
contain hazards, primarily unexploded ordnance. Access to the impact areas is controlled and
range control personnel authorize range access only to trained personnel.i Since this plan is
intended to detect migration off the controlled ranges, periodic sampling will occur at points
outside controlled ranges and sampling personnel generally will not require access to the impact
areas for the purposes of this plan.

The impact areas occur in three distinct groupings (Figure 3).

• Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, part 20, § 20.130 I.
+ Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, part 20, § 20.1402.
+ Characterization Report, Schofield Barracks Davy Crockett Impact Area, Cabrera Services, Inc., Las Vegas,
Nevada. April 2008.
§ Department of the Army Pamphlet 385-63, Range Safety, 4 August 2009.
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• Pine Knot Creek provides drainage for two impact areas.
• McMurrin Branch, Harps Creek, Trestrail Creek, and Gilbert Creek drain four impact

areas and the Burma Hill demolition site into Oswichee Creek.
• One impact area is close to the Chattahoochee River.

Background samples are not required because the action level is sufficiently above natural 238U
background concentrations (generally, about 1 pCi/g) to minimize the likelihood of false positive
laboratory results.

a. Soil samples

To determine whether soil containing appreciable concentrations of DU is moving offsite, soil
samples will be collected at four points along the perimeter of the ranges that contain each
grouping for a total of 12 soil sample locations. These points will be on likely transport pathways
and will roughly encompass the range. Sample points will vary from year to year in order to
enhance coverage of the perimeters.

A trowel will be used to collect surface soil at each sample location to a depth of approximately
6 inches (15 ern) below ground surface. The sample material will be mixed to homogenize it and
identifiable foreign objects and debris (for example, vegetation, rocks, metal fragments) will be
removed. Each sample will consist of approximately 500 g of soil."

One field duplicate sample will be obtained for each set of 10 (or less) samples for quality
assurance purposes. t In this case, the original soil sample will consist of approximately 1,000 g
of soil and will be mixed to homogenize it. As above, identifiable foreign objects and debris will
be removed and then the sample will be split into two 500-g samples for laboratory analysis
independent of each other. The supporting laboratory will not be told or be able to determine
which samples are field duplicates.

b. Sediment samples

A sediment sample will be collected on or close to the creek bed of at least one creek (or
intermittent creek) that drains each of the groupings for a total of at least three sediment sample
locations. Sample points (and sample creeks, as applicable) will vary from year to year in order
to enhance coverage of the drainage pathways. Samples, to include field duplicates." will be
collected as discussed in the previous subsection .

• Typically, environmental surveys of radioactive contaminated sites require stringent cleaning and monitoring of
sampling equipment for radioactive contamination between samples. However, for the current situation it is
expected that DU will not be detected in any samples and so cross contamination of samples is not likely. The
stringent measures will be required should DU be detected at a concentration greater than the action level (section
6).
t This means one of the first ten samples will have a field duplicate associated with it, one of the second ten will
have a field duplicate associated with it, and so on. When you arrive at the final set, it also requires a field duplicate
whether or not the set has ten samples in it. So for twelve samples, two samples will have field duplicates (one from
the first ten and one from the last two) for a total of 14 samples.
t Sediment samples and soil samples are considered equivalent for the purposes of the quality-assurance sets of ten.
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c. Water samples

The DU source term (Table 1) and the relative insolubility of DU and dilution of any dissolved
DU as it flows downstream makes it highly unlikely that DU will be detectable in surface water
samples. Therefore, collection of surface water samples is not required.

d. Exposure rate measurements

It is unlikely that exposure rate measurements will detect the presence of DU at off-range
locations, so exposure rate measurements will not be routinely required. However, they are easy
to obtain and may be valuable for documentation of background exposure rates, and so if an
appropriate, calibrated instrument is available, * exposure rate measurements should be taken at
each sample location under the supervision of the U.S. Army Garrison (USAG) Fort Benning
Radiation Safety Officer (RSO).

e. DU fragments

If a suspected DU fragment or DU soil "hotspot" is encountered during environmental radiation
monitoring, the surveyor will take note of the location and notify the USAG Fort Benning RSO
for follow-up actions.

4. Sample analysis

Sample isotopic analysis will be by alpha spectroscopy at any capable, qualified Army or
contract radiochemistry laboratory. The unit of each reported result will be picocuries of uranium
isotope per gram of soil or sediment (that is, pCi/g). Each reported result will include the
associated total uncertainty in that result. The minimum detectable 238U concentration for each
result should be less than 10 percent of the action level (paragraph 6) and shall be less than 50
percent of the action level.

5. Recordkeeping

The USAG Fort Benning RSO will retain records of each annual survey in accordance with DA
PAM 385-24. These records are official NRC license documents, so the USAG Fort Benning
RSO will forward a copy of these records to the U.S. Army Installation Management Command
(IMCOM) Radiation Safety Staff Officer (RSSO), who also is the NRC license RSO, for
maintenance in the licensing files. t

These records will include maps that show sample locations; cross-references between sample
locations, sample identification numbers, and laboratory identification numbers; and the
laboratory reports. The IMCOM RSSO will write a cover sheet (and send a copy to the USAG
Fort Benning RSO) that outlines the survey and summarizes the survey results for the licensing
files .

• For example, a Ludlum model 19 MicroRJRatemeter or equivalent is acceptable.
+ The NRC will periodically inspect IMCOM's license activities. The NRC license requires IMCOM to maintain
files that document these activities. The IMCOM RSSO maintains these files on behalf of the IMCOM Commanding
General.
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6. Action level

The action level is 6 pCi of 238U per g of soil or sediment (without regard to the background 238U
concentration), based on the following considerations.

• The typical background concentration of 238U is about 1 pCi/g.
• The NRC's decommissioning screening level for 238U is 14 pCi/g.*

If the action level is exceeded, the USAG Fort Benning RSO will notify the IMCOM RSSO for
follow-up actions .

• Table B.2, appendix B of NUREG-17S7, vol. I, rev. 2, Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
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Figure 1 Fort Benning, Georgia

Source: Operational Range Assessment Program, Phase I Qualitative Assessment Report. USAG Fort Benning. Georgia, U.S. Anny Corps of
Engineers, Baltimore District and U.S. Army Environmental Command, December 2007.
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Table 1 Derivation of source terms (concentrations of uranium isotopes in soil) for input to RESRAD

Assumed DU mass/impact area
Assumed soil density
Assumed contaminated surface soil thickness
M 101 impact area
Calculated mass of contaminated surface soil/impact area

250 kg
1.5 g/crrr'

15 cm
200,000 m2

4.50 x 1010 g

Relative abundance a 99.80%
Mass/range (kg) 249.5
Specific activity (Ci/g)" 3.3 x 10-7

Activity/range (Ci) 0.082

0.20%
0.5
2.1 x 10-6
0.001

0.0007%
0.0018
6.2 x 10-3

0.011
Concentration in soil (pCi/g) 1.8 0.02 0.24
kg = kilogram; g = gram; ern = centimeter; m = meter; Ci = curie; pCi = picocurie
, Source: Guide of Good Practices for Occupational Radiological Protection in Uranium Facilities, DOE-STD-I 136-
2009, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, July 2009.

Table 2 Estimates according to RESRAD·OFFSITE 2.6 of annual
offsite TEDEs for DU on eight Davy Crockett M101 impact areas
at Fort Benning

Time (y) Annual offsite TEDE (mrem)
after DU from DU per pathway a

Emplacement Fish Inhalation All
o 2.4x103 7.3xI0-5 2.5x103
I 5.1 X 10-3 7.0xI0-5 5.2xlO-3

3 6.1 x 10-3 6.5 x 10-5 6.1 X 10-3

6 5.5x103 5.7xlO-5 5.6xI0-3

12 4.3 x 10-3 4.4 X 10-5 4.3 X 10-3

45b 1.0 X 10-3 1.0 x 10-5 1.0 X 10-3

75 2.8 x 10-4 2.8 X 10-6 2.8 X 10-4
TEDE = total effective dose equivalent; y = year; mrem = millirem
a Pathways not shown make negligible contributions to the annual
TEDE.
b This value approximates the current year (20 I0).

Table 3 Estimates according to RESRAD 6.5 of annual onsite TEDEs for DU
on a typical Davy Crockett MIOI impact area at Fort Benning

Time (y) Annual onsite TEDE (mrem)
after DU from DU per pathway a

Emplacement Ground Inhalation Soil All
o 6.3x101 1.2xlOl 5.0x103 8.0xIOl
I 6.0 X 10-2 1.1 X 10-2 4.7 X 10-3 7.6 X 10-2

3 5.5 x 102 9.9 X 10-3 4.3 X 10-3 6.9 X 10-2

10 4.0 X 10-2 6.9 X 10-3 3.0 X 10-3 5.0 x 10-2

30 1.6 X 10-2 2.4 X 10-3 1.1 X 10-3 1.9 X 10-2

45 b 7.8 x 10-3 1.1 X 10-3 4.7 X 10-4 9.4 X 10-3

100 4.9 x 10-4 4.6 x 10-5 2.0 X 10-5 5.6 x 10-4
TEDE = total effective dose equivalent; y = year; mrem = millirem
a Pathways not shown make negligible contributions to the annual TEDE.
b This value approximates the current year (20 I0).
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